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Abstract. A given finite set of tasks, having known nonnegligible failure probabiiities and known 
costs ior rewards) for their performance, can be performed sequentially until &her one of the 
tasks f& or all tasks have been executed. me allowable task performance sequences are con- 
strained only by certain precedence requirements, which specify that certain tasks must be per- 
formed before certain other tasks. Given the individual task failure probabilities and task costs, 
along with the intertask precedence requirements, the problem is to determine an optimal task 
performance sequence having minimal expected cost (or maximal expected reward). A number 
of potential applications of such “task ordering” problems are described,, including R&0 project 
organization, design of screening procedures, and determinir tirrting points for sequential 
manufacturing processes. 
The main results of this paper are a number of reduction theorems which lead to a very ef- 
ficient optimizatiou algorithm for a large class of task ordering ;problems,. Though these theo- 
cems are not quite sufficient for us to give 3 fast optimization algorithm, we do show how 
their use can improve upon exhaustivo search techniques. 
1. Introduction 
Joyce [4] and Dean [ 31 have analyzed the problem of optimally 
sequencing tasks in a research and development project. A finite number 
of tasks with nonnegligble failure probabilities are given, all of which 
must be completed successfully in order for the project to succeed. 
Thus, if any one of the tasks fails when attempt’ed. no further tasks 
need be initiated. Associated with each task are a known cost for at- 
tempting that task and a known probability that the task will succeed. 
Using this information, they were able to derive a simple technique for 
determining asequence in which to attempt the given tasks which mini- 
mizes the expecte cost of the entlre project. Their results are applicable 
to similar sequencing problems which arise in a number of other con- 
texts, exsinnles of which will be gis.ren i  the next section. We generalize 
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their model, in particular by adding certain precedents requirement 
between tasks which restrict he allo 
consists of a finite set of pt Pasks, 
sequence. Ch .ain restrictions on the permissible task pwformance: 
sequences are given by a set of ordered ~RXXX&VBX @RS &, ri, tack 
designating that some task li must be performed before some other 
xcept for this set of precedence r quirements which must be 
the tasks may be performed in any sequence. W!len a task ti 
is performed, it can terminate with either success orb&e. If ti suc- 
ceeds, asilccess cost C: is incurred and, unless all n tasks have been 
performed, another task will be attempted. If it fails, a failure cast Cl’{ 
is incurred, but no further tasks may be attempted. Thus a task failure 
terminates the task performance process. The sLcccess probability pi, 
0 < /Ii < 1, that task ti will be successful, conditioned on the previous 
success of cl11 tasks required to precede ti, is assumed to be known and 
otherwise independent of previously executed tasks. 
We use the task performance s quence S = tk , tk , .., tk,, , where 
{k, * k*. . . . . k,) = 11,2, .. . . n 1) to indicate thst 
if and only if all tki for i < j havg been camp 
iaSk;kj will be attempted 
successfully. The task 
performance s quence S will be called a solu~r~on if and only if it is con- 
sistent with the given precedence r quirements; lxt is, for each preced- 
ence pair (tip t$, if i =: kl, and j = &, , then u C u. Defining the rxz!ue Vi of 
task Pi by vi = piC/ + (1 -pi)C,f, we can give the expected cost of a s&r- 
ion S explicitly as 
whxe tlx empty product is taken to be one. Using our knowledge of 
the task costs and success probabilities, we would like to determine an 
irncrb schtkm, which has the least expected cost of all solutions for 
the given problem. 
The success probability v of 0 and 1 have been excluded even 
though 41 theorems and tee 
conventions and definitions which merely serve to obsc?nre the main 
ideas. We trus; that the necessary modifications can be p;upplied by the 
reader who has assimilated the techQues presented here. 
2. Examples 
For further motivation, we give some additional examples of prob- 
lems fitting into our framework, Co sider a screening process for de- 
termining the suitability of emp ofment candidates for a certain posi- 
tion. (A specific example might be the physical and men!;;! screening 
of potential inductees by the armed forces.) The screening process con- 
sists of a battery of tests, all of which must be passed in order for the 
applicant o be accepted. For various technical and lo&al reasons cer- 
tain tests may be required to precede certain other tests, 
can otherwise be performed in any sequence. Ptrh ps based on previous 
experience wi these tests, the tester knows fo- e ch test the cost for 
applying that st and the fraction elf applicants ich can be ex- 
pected to fail the test af ;er passin ulrred to precede it. In 
designing such testing programs, use of the cost and probability in- 
formation about the tests to devise a testing pro:e.dure with minimal 
average cost could result in a substantial total cost saving. This same 
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sort of problem occurs in the pass-reject testing of items coming off 
an assembly line and in determining whether or not a certain machine 
module is malfunctioning and should be replaced when it is not feasible 
to exhaustively diagnose and iepair faulty m.odules. 
Another examjple d with the integration of tests into a sequential 
mnnufac t uring process. he manufacturing process consists of vl risky 
operations, 8,) 82, . . . . 0,) which must be performed in that order. Each 
of these procesces can fail in two different ways, obvious or nonob- 
vious, or it can succeed. If 8i fails obviously, the failure is immediately 
noticeable and the manufacturing process tops (or starts over again). If 
8i fails nonobviously, the failure can only be detected by applying a test 
7’ia However, the test Ti need not be applied immediately but can be post- 
poned until later. If the costs of the manufacturing operations and their 
tests are known, along with their probabilities of obvious and nonobvious 
failures, the problem is to determine when the tests should be applied, 
relative to the operations, so that the expected cost of the manufactur- 
ing process is minimized. Notice that the precedence pairs for this prob- 
lem are (0,. Oi+ 1), for 1 < i < (g’t, and (Oi, q), for 1 5 a’ I 12. 
The final two esamples are modifications of problems originally de- 
scribed by Bellman [ 11 and later discussed by Kadane [ 51. The G=st of 
these we refer to as the “finite gold-mining problem”. A man possesses 
a finite number of gold mines and a delicate gold-mining machine hav- 
ing a known probability of functioning on the kfh mining of the Ch 
mine. If it breaks down, no further mining can be done, but if it func- 
tions it will mine a certain amount rik of gold. Each mine ccntains only 
a known finite amount of gold, so he is restricted to at most some fi- 
nite number FVi of minings sn the $1 mine. Furthermore, we have the 
naturnl requirerlient that thejllr mining of the Ph mine precede the 
i+l st mining of that mine, for each of the mines. “The problem is to de- 
termine which mine he should assign the gold-mining machine to, for 
Mach successive mining, in ordtr to maximize the expcctcd amount of 
golce mined. 4 
For the last example, a quiz show contestant can choose between a 
Gni tc nu Ill her of :ategorics from which his next question wilt be obtain- 
ed. NO cijtegory may be chosen more than once, and certain categories 
are necessary prerequisites to the choice of certain other categoiies. If 
the ctinta?stant imswcrs a ques:ion from category i corrl-rctly, he receives 
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amount ri and is required to choose another category, unless all cate- 
gories have been successfully chosen. If he misses the question, however, 
he receives aconsolation prize z+ which may be a forfeiture, and leaves 
the show with his remaining total winnings. The contestant knows, f;>r 
each category, the probability that he will be able to correctly answer 
a question chosen from that category. In what order should he select 
the categories in order to maximize his expected total prizewinnings? 
3. Basic reduction theorems 
Before presenting the basic results, we introduce some addi: ional 
terminology to deal with the interrelations ips between preceuence 
pairs. Sor this purpose, we represent he given set of precedence pairs 
by a directed graph G, having nodes tl , Q, . . . . t,, , with an arc directed 
from ti to $ if and only if (tie fj> is a given pTt:cedence pair. (The reader 
who is unfamiliar with elementary graph-theoretic ,terminology is refer- 
red to any of the standard texts on that subject ;\rch as [ 21.) Notice 
that if G contains a circuit, no solution can be constructed for the prob- 
lem since the given Frecedence requirements are then contradictory. 
The transitive closure G* of G is a direct graph with the same nodes as 
G but which has’an arc from ti to tj if and only if there is a directed 
path, containing at least one arc, from ti ts ti itI G. From the natural 
transitivity of precedence requirements, it is clear that the precedence 
requirements represented by G* impose the same restrictions on al- 
lowable solution sequences as those represented by G. 
A task ti will be called terminal if there are no arcs directed awav 
from ti in G (or, equivalently, in G*) and 1. ‘cno\1 terminal otherwise: We 
shall say that ti is a predecessor of ti if and onijr bf there is an arc from 
ti to ti in G*. If ti is a predecessor of tj, then ti is a qzdccessor of ti l 
Further, we define ti to be an immediate predecessw of ti if and only 
if (1) ti is a predecessor of tj and (2) no other predecessor of fi is a SUC- 
CXSSO~- of ti. In that case we also call Zj an inmediate SUCCCSSOY of tie 
Observe that in order for ti to be an immediate predecessor of t,- we 
must have (tip tj) as one of the given precedence pairs. In fact, the graph 
formed from G by deleting all arcs except those between each :task and 
its immediate successors has the fewest arcs of any graph which imposes 
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the same prel:ede.nce r strictions as G, since all the other arcs in G will 
follow from transitivity. That is, such a graph has the fewest arcs of any 
graph with transitive closure G*. 
The first theorem, which WC shall apply repeatedly in later proofs, 
is essentially thz same ,result used by previous authors with an additional 
condition required by the introduction of precedence requirements. We 
define the Jneri,! ratio Ii (ti) of ti as R(ti) = Vi/( 1 -pi). 
Theorem 3.1. Assume, without loss of geneirality, that S, = 2: 1, tz, . . . . tn 
is any given solution sequence. If another s-llution S, is obtained by inter- 
changing two adjacent tasks, ti and ti+ 1 I then : 
(i) K(Sl ) > K(S2) if and only if R(ti) > R(ti+ I), and 
(ii) K(S, ) = K(S2) if and only if R(ti) = IZ(ti+, ). 
The interchange results in a solution if and wzly if ti is not an immediate 
predecessor ojq ti+ 1 . 
Proof. First, observe that !i is a predecessor* f ti+l if and only if it is an 
immediate predecessor f ti+l. For, if ti is d predecessor but not an im- 
mediate predecessor f ai+_l, then some successor of ti is all;;0 a predeces- 
sor Of ti+l and appears in tl;z given solution either before ti or after ti+l, 
both of which are contradictions. Obviously then, the interchange is con- 
sistent with the precedence requirements if and only if bi is not an im- 
mediate predecessor f ti+! .
If S2 is a solution, we have 
The desrred inequalities follow directly from this formula, the defini- 
tion oi ncrit ratio, and th!: restriction to 11on-unit success probabilities. 
It is ::n ea:;y consequence of Theorem 3.1 that, if eithe- no precedence 
pairs are given or every precedence pair* (ti. ti) satisfies R(ri) < R(t$, an 
optimal solution is given by performing tJre tasks in order of their merit 
ratios, the smallest first. Any solution noG, meeting this local criterion on 
merit rxtios of adja.cent tasks can be improved by interchanging some 
adjacent pair of tasks. However, the additixr of precedence pairs (ti, ti> 
not sx-isfying R(ti)l < R(tj) can Pnsily lead to nonoptimal solutions which 
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cannot be in$roved by interchanging two adjacent asks, without vio.‘at- 
in6 ihz prececence requirements. To illustrate this, consider the follow- 
ing example. 
t, C; =C;=lO p1 =0.9 R(tl)= 100 
t2 C; =C;= 6 p2 =O.B R(Q)- 60 
f3 cs 
= ,c: = 24 p3 = 0.8 R(t3) = 120 
64 C; =G;= 6 p4 =0.8 R(t4)= 30 
If we have no precedence reJ@rements, the optimal task sequence is 
given immediately by the merit ratios as t4, t2, tl , t3. However, if we 
must satisfy the two precedence pairs (tl , t2) and (t3, t, ), there are 
three different sequences which cannot be improved by interchanging 
adjacent asks without violating the precedence requirements. They are 
tl, t2, t3, t4 and t,, t3, t4, t2 and t3, t4, tl, t2, with the last being the 
only optimal solution. Thus we are unable to obtain an optimal solu- 
tion using the simple local criterion on merit ratios of adjacert tasks. 
Fortunately, when the precedence graph G sat %es a certain structural 
condition, we can show how to reduce the given problem to one which 
can be solved using merit ratio ordering. 
We first define a task ti to be a minintal sz~~~~or of task t,f if and 
only if ti is an immediate successor of ti and satisfies, if tk is any im- 
mediate successor of tj, R(tk) >_ R(tj). Thus a. minimal successor is *an 
immediate successor having minimal merit ra,io. 
Theorem 3.2. For any given &ask ordering problem which bus a solution, 
let ti be n nonterminal task which has only terminal successors. If t,i is a 
minimal successor of ti satisfying R(tj) 5 R(tj) and tj has no other J-m- 
mediute predecessors, then there is an optimal solution in which thiz 
subsequence tip tj occb!rs. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of tasks n. 
For IZ = 1 and n = 2, the theorem is trivially satisfied. 
_4ssume the theorem to be t::ue for rz = k- 1 and consider the casr: for 
PI =t k. Suppose WC! have tj and tj satisfying the hypothesis of the theorem, 
and consider any optimal solution to the given problem. Since the given 
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solution sequence must satisfy the precedence requirements, we know 
that ti occurs before ti in that sequence. If ti, ti OCCUITS as a subsequence 
of the given solution sequence, the theorem is obviously satisfied. Othes- 
wise, let the subsequence of the given optimal solution sequence between 
- - 
ti and tj be tip t,, t,, . . . . &, t/. We consider two cases. 
Case (a). For all IN, 1 < m 5 r, R(tj) 5 R(t), 1. Since ti is the only im- - 
mediate predecessor f ti, no predecessor f ti can occur among rI, F2, 
. . . . q. Then, by Theorem 3.1, we can successively interchange fi with 
each of ?J,._l,..., T1, without increasing the solution cost, to obtain 
another optimal solution in which the subsequence ti, ti occurs, as re- 
quired by the theorem. 
Case(b). For some m, 1 < m c.I r, R(tj) > R($, ). Choose m as the - .-- 
least such index for which this is true. If m = 1, then we have 
R(ti) > R$) > R(fi). Thus, by Theorem 3.1 and the optimality of the - 
given solution, ti must be an immediate predecessor of T1, but this is 
a contradiction since tj is a minimal successor of ti. We then must have 
m :> i and R(T,_l ) > R(F,,, ) by choice of m. Again by Theorem 3.1, 
T m __z must be an immediate predecessor f trn . We also kntiw that 
neither ?jzt _1 nor r,,I can be a successor of tiy since qn _]. is not termi- 
nal and tj is a minimal successor of tia 
NOW consider the task ordering problem with k- 1 tasks, formed from 
the given problem by replacing qn _ 1 and rm by a single task t’ mbvith suc- 
cess cost 
failure cost 
and success probability P,n _1 pm . The precedence graph c’ of this (‘“c- 1) 
task problem is formed from the precedence graph G bf the original k 
task problem by removing the nodes for 7m _1 and Zm, along with all 
arcs incident with those nodes, and introducing a new node for t’ which 
has incoming arcs from each original predecessor of Tfm and outgoing 
arcs to each original successor of Tm _ 1 , excluding of course. the two 
removed nodes. Notice that, by cur construcltion, given any solution to 
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the (k--l) task problem, we can obtain a solution to the original k 
task problem, having the same expectted cost, by replacing t’ by the 
two task sequence Fm _l, ff,, . Notice also that replacingf,_l ,Tm in the 
given optimal solution by t’, we obtain an optimal solution to the mod- 
ified problem; for if it were hot optimal, we could form a better solu- 
tion to the original problem by replacing t’ with rm_l, fj,,,, in an opti- 
mal solution to the (k-l) task probleLm. Thus the optimal solutions 
to the original and modified problems have the same expected cost. 
Since the modified problem has n = k-l, and the pair of tasks tj 
and ti still must satisfy the hyrothesjs of the theorem, by our construc- 
tion, we known that there is an optimal solution to the modified prob- 
lem in which the subsequence fj, ti occurs, by the inductive assump- 
tion. Replacing t’ by the sequence qn_t ,7* in this solution, we then 
obtain an optimal solution to the original problem which satisfies the 
theorem for ti and ti. 
The theorem follows by induction. 
Whenever the hypotheses of Theorem 3.2 2 5 met, we can reduce the 
given problem by combining the two tasks, tj and $, into a s’ngle new 
task, denoted [tj, tj] , creating a new task ordering problem with one 




it t i* j 
[Pj( 1 -_pi)(Cf + C;) + (1 _piW, 1 I( 1 -PjPjJ9 
and success probability pipi. The new precedence graph is constructed 
easily from the original precedence graph by deleting node lj and the ;Arc 
from tj to tj and changing the node label ti to [ti, $1. This reductior: 
preserves all the properties necessary to insure that an optimal soh_!tion 
to the reduced problem can be expanded, by reversing the substit,r.tion 
process, to obtain an optimal solution to the original problem. The, next 
theorem allows us to perform another type of reduction. 
m 3.3. Let tj be a terminlal task having an iwuncdiate predecessor 
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ti such that R(t,) < R(ti). Consider the modified problem which is iden- 
tical to the given problem except that the precedence graph G of the 
modified problem is formed from the original precedence graph C b.v 
replacing the arc from t, to tj by an arc from each immediate predeces- 
sor of ti to tj Then every ot&mal solution to the modtfied problem is 
also an optkal solution to the original problem. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of tasks n. 
For yI := 1 arId n = 2, the theorem is trivially true. 
Assume the theorem true for n = k-l and consider the case for 
n = k. Let the hypotheses of the theorem be satisfied, and suppose we 
have an optimal solution sequence S to the modified problem which is 
not an optimal (solution to the original problem. This can only occur 
if ti occurs before ti in S. Let the subsequence of S between ti and ti 
be tj, 5 ,Tz, . . . . I;, tia Clearly r > 1, otherwise Theorem 3.1 could be ap- 
plied to improve upon the given optimal solution by interchanging the 
adjacent asks t, and t;. No predecessors of ti can occur among 
cr; ,Q, .*a, Tr ) of* the precedence requirements of c would be violated. 
We consider twcl cases. 
Case (a). R(f,) (5 R&) < . . . <_ R(t-,). If R(ti) 5 RF1 by then 
R(ti) < R(f,) and we can apply Theorem 3.1 to interchange ti and TV 
to improve upcn x contradicting the optimality of s. If R(ti) > R(FI ), 
we can similarly obtain a contradiction by interchanging r1 and rj. 
Case (b). There is some m, 1 < m < r, such that R(Fm_, ) > R(Tm ). - 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can combine 7m_1 and TM in both 
the original and modified problems, calling the resulting problems the 
reduced original and reduced modified problem, respectively. Notice 
that ti and tj still satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem in the reduced 
original problem, and that if we accordingly modify the reduced origi- 
nal problem, the result is identical to the reduced moclified problem. 
We can now replace the subsequence i;fl 1 i;n in S by the task t’ repre- - , 
senting their cornbinjtion, obtaining an optimal solution to the reduced 
modified problem, by similar reasoning to that in the proof of Theorem 
3.2. But by the inductive assumption, since this problem has only k- 1 
tasks, this should alslo be an optimal solution to the reduced original 
prob:lem. However, it cannot be, since tj stil occurs before ti in the solu- 
tion sequence and ti is an immediate predecessor of tj in the reduced 
original problem, a contradiction. 
The result follows by induction. 
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It may not be immediately apparent hat an application of Theorem 
3.3 simplifies the given problem; however, if one considers the transi- 
tive closures of G and G, it can be seen that (e)” is formed merely by 
deleting the arc from ti to lj in G *. That is, the theorem permits deleting 
the requirement that ti precede Q. 
4. Dual reduction theorems 
Using the natural symmetry of task ordering problems, we can usf: 
the concept of a dual task ordering problem to obtain additional reduc- 
tion theorems. Given a task ordering problem P, with precedence graph 
G, tasks ti, success probabilities pi, and task costs Cif and C/, the civil 
of P, denoted D(P), has precedence graph D(G) identical to G with all 
arcs reversed, and in D(P) task ti haa success probability I/J+, success 
cost PiCiS, and failure cost - Cif. Straightforward computation using 
the expected cost expression then shows that any optimal solution 
sequence for P can be simply reversed to obtain an optimal solution for 
D(P), and vice-versa. The fact that the dual suww probabilities are all 
larger than one does not affect our results. Noti,, that the merit ratios 
En the dual are simply the negati$les 0:’ t5e original merit ratios. 
The reinterpretation of our reduction theorems in the dual problem 
results in corresponding dual reduction theorems. Some rew definitions 
are required. A task will be called inl’!iaZ if it has no incoming arcs in the 
precedence graph, and is noninitial otherwise. A task ti is a rnaxi~~al pre- 
decessor of task tj if and only if ti is an immediate predecessor of ti 
satisfying, if tk is any immediate predecessor of tj, R(ti) > R(tk). The 
duals of Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 can then be stated as follows. 
Theorem 4.1. For any given task order&y preblem which has a solution, 
let tj be a noninitial task having on@ mitBal predecessors. If ti is a maxi- 
mal predecessor of tj satisfying R(ti) 2 RC(tj) and ti has no gther im- 
mediate successors, then there is an optimal solution in which the sub- 
sequence tit tj occurs. 
Theorem 4.2. Let ti be an initial rask hating an immediate successor $- 
such that R(ti) < R(Q)* *Consider the redxed problem which is identical 
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to the given problem except that the precedence graph F of the reduced 
problem ii formed from the original precedence graph G by replacing the 
arc from ti to t,; by arcs from ti J-O each immediate successor of tp ‘Then 
every optimal solution for the reditilced problem is also an optimal solu- 
tion! for the original problem. 
5. Construction of optimal solutisns 
’ The reduction theorems derived in the previous sections are useful 
for efficiently solving a large class of task ordering problems. Specifi- 
cally, they enable the construction of optimal solutions for any task 
ordering problem whose precedence graph C satisfies: in each con- 
nected component of G, either no task in that component has more 
than one immediate predecessor, or no task in that component has more 
than one immediate successor. For such a graph., the restriction of the 
arcs in a component o only those corresponding to the immediate pre- 
cedence relationship will form a tree, with either all arcs directed away 
from the root or all arcs directed toward the root. Many actual prob- 
lems might. reasonably be expected to have this property, and, in fact, 
two of our earlier examples, the sequential manufacturing process with 
testing and the finite gold-mining problem, always satisfy this require- 
ment. 
To see how the reduction techniques are applied, consider a com- 
ponent of G having no task with multiple immediate predecessors. It 
must necessarily be kJDssible to perform a reduction on that component, 
applying either Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, unless the component 
has no arcs at all, In addition, after performing the reduction, the reduced 
cc mponent must still have no task with multiple immediate predecessors. 
Since this p:roperty is maintained by each reduction step, it must then 
bt: possible to successively reduce the component until aL JCS have been 
remoled. Similar sslccessive r duc!ions, using Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 
4,2. can be applied to completelv reduce a component having no task w 
with more than one immediate successor. After reducing all components 
in this manner, the remaining tasks, some of which may represent or- 
dered combinations of original tasks, can be sequenced according to 
tht:ic merit ratios to obtain an optimal solution to the reduced problem. 
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An optimal solution to the original problem is formed from this se- 
quence by replacing each task in it by the sequence of original tasks 
which it represents. 
To simplify the description of the algorithm we assume that the pre- 
cedence graph G, each of whose connected components has either no ’ 
multiple immediate predecessors or no multiple immediate successors, 
2s given in its simplest form where each task only has arcs to its im- 
mediate successors (or, equiva ently, from its immediate predecessors). 
We use $ vii and pi to indicate that the task under consideration may 
be either one of the original tasks or an ordered combination of such 
tasks resulting from previous reductions. An ordered combination of 
tasks will be represented by a bracketed pair [tip $1, where ti and f;- 
may be either original tasks or similar ordered combinations. This nota- 
tion allows us to easily obtain an optimal solution for the original prob- 
lem from an optimal solution to a reduced version of that problem. 
Notice that we have replaced the computation of success and failure 
costs for a combined task [ti, $1, resulting from an application of Theo- 
rem 3.2 or Theorem 4.1, by the simpler corny- kation of its value 
V;:’ + & 5 since the separate costs are actually never required. 
Algorithm 1. 
Skp (a) Select a connected component, containing at least one arc, 
from the current reduced precedence graph. If none exists, go to step (i). 
Step (b) Depending upon whether the component under considera- 
tion has no multiple immediate predecessors or no multiple i,mmediate 
successors, go to either step (c) or step (f), respectively. 
Step (c) Choose any nonterminal task t;, having only terminal i.m- 
mediate sluccessors, from the current i*educed version of the component 
under consideration. If no such task exists, go to step (a), having com- 
pletely reduced the chosen component. 
Step (cl) Find a minimal successor $ of tie If R($) > R(t& go to step 
(e). Otherwise reduce the component by deleting $ and the arc from 
ti to $, and replace rg by a new task [ti, $1 having value Vi += pi V/ and 
success probability pip;. If the new task is terminal, go to step (c). Other- 
wise repeat step (d) with [ti, $1 acting as the task t;. 
Step (e) For each immediate successor tK of ti, replace the arc from 
;C by an arc from the immediate predecessor of tI to tk l Go to 
step (c). 
Step (f) Choase any noninitial task ti, having only initial immediate 
predecessors, ffom the current r~{~u~~d w 
I1p is inieia.I, go to step 0. 
as the task t;a 
t; sf if;, R&KX the are 
Jiate successor f t;. Go 
to step (f). 
Stel, (i) Let ti, t;, . . . . tk denote the nmaining tasks in the completely 
reduced precedence graph. Order them as tk, , fi,, . . . . #km so that 
R(t&) < R(t&+, ), for all i, 1 < i e HP--- 1. Removing the brackets from - - - 
this sequence results in an optimal solution to the original problem. 
We nate that Algorithm 1 can be modifiee’ without too tnueh dif- 
fieulty to allow G to have redundant ose existence in G does 
not affect the transitive closure C? oint to notice in making 
this conversion is that, in any preee ) if ti only has arcs to 
terminal t?sks, thca t!lat set of ter precisely the set of im- 
mediate successors for t,. Da.allly, if Q only has WCS from initial tasks, 
then that set Of initial tasks is prwisely the set of immediate predecessors 
wve the details c:f t&is modification to the intetested reader. 
her Of apr=rations required by the algorithm depends upon 
the romplcxity of the prewdenee requircmsnts but is wtainly baunded 
by a wnstant times the square of the numnbcr Of Ori&al tasks. The 
rew MA for this is that each time step (d) or step Q) is perfOrmed we 
eithw s~dwe the nwnber of nodes in G or to step (e) or step (h), re- 
spwtivel y , where the number of nonRrrr8i nodes in S is reductad . 
Tiw ; each Of steps (c), (d), (e), (f). (g) arnd Cfr) can be performed at 
!WlS~ 32 times, each requiring a number of ta~e~ations ;rt msst propor- 
tional to ta. :%nce the last step is performed only once, and requires a
atbns ut nwst proporticd to ta logzrr, the complete 
s a number Of Operations at msst propcxtisnal t0 822 a 
asible to apply Algs i to a pr0talenl with 2 
25 tasks in less than an hsur f hand @dC&jtiQh. 
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Example. We consider the following example to illustrate the applica- 
tion of Algorithm 1 
*1 4 = 10 pr =0.7 R(t, ) = 333 
t2 v2 = 5 p2 = 0.9 R(t, ) = 50 
% V3 =15 p3 =0.5 R(t3 ) = 30 
*, I% = 10 p3 =o.s R(t, ) = 20 
*, I$ =15 ps =0.6 R(t, ) = 374 
*(; ve = 5 p6 = 0.8 R(t, ) = 25 
*7 V7 = 10 p7 = 0.8 R(t7 ) = 50 
*8 ‘8 = 15 &j =0.7 R(t, ) = 53 
*9 V9 =lO pg =0.9 R(t, ) = 100 
50 VI0 = 15 p1() =0.9 R(t,,) = 150 
*11 Vll = 10 p11 =e.s R(t,,) = 20 




Fig. 1. Precedence g*:raph for exan,pJe. 
We first consider t2. It has minimal successor 1, satisfying R(t, ) < 
R(t-, ), SO we deletes t, and replace t2 by [ t2, t, ] , having value 14 and 
suc:ess probability 0.63. Next we consider t3 since it now has only ter- 
minal immediate successors. It has Pninimal successor t4 satisfying 
R&) < R(t3), so we delete td and replace t3 by [ t3, t4 1, having value 
20 and success probability 0.25. Still considering the same nonterminal 
node, now Melled [r,, t4], we see that R([t2, t, 1) > R([t3, t4] 1, so 
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Fig. 2. Partially reduced precedence graph. 
we I?lerely delete the arc from [t3, t4 I to [ t2, tl I, since [ts, t4 1 has no 
Immediate predecessor. The reduced precedence graph at this stage is 
shown in fig. 2. 
We next consider t7. It has minimal successor t6 satisfying 
R(t7) > I?(@, so we delete tg and replace t7 by [t7, t&j, having value 
14 and success probability 0.64. Now we consider t,. It has minimal 
successor [t7, t6 ] satisfying R( [ t?, t6 1) < R(t& so we delete [t,, t6 ] 
and replace t, by [ t8, [t-], t, ] 3, having value 24.8 and success probabil- 
ity 0.448. Now, considering [ tg , [ t7, t6] 1, we see that its minimal suc- 
cessor tg satisfies R(ts) > R( [ t,, [ t7, t, ] ] ), so we delete the arcs leav- 
kg [tg, [t7, t6]] and replace them with arcs from tll to tg and tlo. 
W’e then consider t 1 1 which has minimal successor [ t8, [t,, t6 ] ] , and 
all remaining arcs can be deleted because R(t, 1 ) < R(t,, [ t7, t6 ] J ). We 
then go to step (i) of the algorithm with the following ti: 
t; = V2J]l R(ti) = 1410.37 
t; = Et39 t41 R(t;l) = 2010.75 
t; = t5 R(t’,) = 1510.4 
l’b = P8, V79 tsll R(tb) = 24.810.552 
‘; = tg R(t; ) = 1 O/O. 1 
t; = t1() R(t;) = 1510.1 
t; =111 R(t;) = lo/OS 
Ordering them by merit ratios we obtain the sequence t, 1 , [t,. t4 ] 9 
t5, it249 It@ [t74l,t94j which, removing the brackets, gives 
the optimal solution t 11, t t t t t t t t t t for the orig- 3, 4, 5, 2, 1~ 8, 7, 6, 9, 10 
inal problem . < 
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6. On solving thz general problem 
The reduction, theorems derived in Sections 3 and 4 are inwffieient 
for constructing in fast, completely general algorithm for task ordering 
problems. However, the rcduziion techniques can be applied repeatedly 
to simplify any given problem unti: a point is reached where no tasks 
satisfy the hypotheses of the reduction theorems. For the restricted 
class of precedence graphs considered in Section 5, this point cannot 
be reached until a33 precedence requirements have been eliminated. For 
more complicated graphs, however, the usual case will be that, tifter 
performing a number of reductions, the remaining precedence graph 
will still have some precedence requirements, but no further reductions 
will be applicable. When suc& a “blocked” partially reduced problem 
is obtained, one cGuld corn ete the solution by exhaustively analyzing 
all possible sequenses of ta s occurring in the partially reduced prob- 
lem. The next theorem is a ,C”rst ep in the direction of finding a poten- 
tially more efficient F method for solving the remaining problem. 
Q 
Theorem 6.1. Consider any &sk ordering pro ’ %rn which has a solution 
atid which cannot be further&reduced using TIteorems 3.2, 3.3,4.1 and 
4.2. Let ti have the Zeast m&t ratio of all noninitial tasks, and let ti , 
ti, , *-*, ti, be the immediate bredecessors of tj, Then there) is an optimal 
solution sequence containing the :xbsequence tik, tj, for some c*?Loice of 
k, 1 < k i* m. - -3 
Proof. First r Gtice that no immediate predecessor of ti can have merit 
ratio smaller than I?($). For such a task would have to be -an initial task, 
by choice of ti, so that Theorem 4.2 would then be applicable to climi- 
nate the arc from that immediate predecessor to ti, contradicting the as- 
sumption that the given problem could not be reduced. 
Now consider any optimal solutilsn sequence for the given problem. 
Let tik be th: immediate predecessor of ti occurring furthest along in 
that sequence Then the subsequence, tik, Tl, 72, . . . . T,‘,, t,, between tit 
and ti in the given optimal sequence, contains no predecessors of fi Gthet 
than tik itself.-If ?Gme Gf fi , Tz, . . . . 1’; have merit rls!tios trictly smaller 
than R(+), those tasks must be initial tas s by choice Gf tje If this is the 
case, let 7q have the least merit ratio among iT; , Tz, . . . ,7”. Then, by Theo- 
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rem 3.1, Tq can be successively interchanged with each of Tq_ 1, . . . , -f; , 
tik, to obtain another optimal >*oliition with7* not occurring between 
tik and $. Applying this retGatedly, ?ve obtain an optimal solution such 
that all tasks occurring between tik and ri have merit ratios greater than 
or equal to R(+ We then can use Theorem 3.1 to successivelly inter- 
change ti with each of Tm, Tm_-l, . . . . Tl, which still follows tik, obtaining 
an optim:ll solution containing the subsequence fik, $ LS required by 
the theorem. 
L 
We leave for the reader the statement of the dual to Theorem 6.1 
which can be obtained in the straightforward manner of Section 4. 
Theorem 6.1 tells us that, if we actually knew which one of the m pos- 
sibilities were the correct choice for tik, we could further reduce the 
probll:m by combining tik and ti in a similar way to that done previously. 
In fact, the ability to efficiently choose the correct tik in all such cases 
would enable us to efficiently solve any task ordering problem. Unfor- 
tunately, this selection appears to be a quite difficult problem. One 
might make either of two simple conjectures: 
( 1) tik can be chosen as the minimal merit ratio task of til , ti 
2 
, . . . , ti,,., , 
or 
(2) tik can be chosen as the maximal merit ratio task of ti, , ti2, . . . . tim . 
We now give a short counterexample for each of these conjectures. 
Consider the following task ordering problem with precedence pairs 
(fl, t3), (tl, t4) and (tZ, t3)_ Iwhere the probability p will Fe specified 
for each specific counterexa mple: 
1c 
h v, = 10 & =p 
t2 v*= 9 P32=P 
t3 v3 = 4 P3=P 
t4 IT4 = 5 P4=P 
No matter what value g has, 0 < p < 1, we have R(t, :I> R(t2) > R(t4) 
> R(t3). By Theorem 3.1, it can easily be shown that thk: only possible 
optimal sequences are t21 t,, t3, t4 and tl, t,, t2, t3. Conjecture 1 results 
in Q, t4, t2, t3, for all choices of p, and conjecture 2 resrrlts in t2, t,, t,, 
owever direct co 
a, shows that tl, t,, t2, t3 is opti 
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2--43 <p < 1, and that t2, tl, t3, t4 is optimal forp in the range 
0 < p C 2-43. Thus neither conjecture can be correct. - 
This is, in a sense, a minimal counterexample because the reduction 
techniques are sufficient for solving any task ordering problem with 
three or fc ler tasks and for solving any problem with four tasks not 
having a 9rL L Ience graph o this form. (The only other difficult else 
with four tasks has (t2, t4) added to the given counterexample; ho-v- 
ever, in that case Theorem 3.1 restricts the possible optimal solutions 
to only $5, tp q*) 
There may be some other simple technique for selecting the correct 
fik which has been overlooked by the author, but the counterexample 
shows that simply knowing the ordering upon the merit ratios is not 
sufficient for making this choice. IIn fact, this suggests that the proper 
choice may depend somehow on the overall ikelihood of success for 
the complete set of tasks or certain large subsets thereof, a nonlocal 
property which may be difficult to use in an efficient algorithm. Never- 
theless it still may be possible to use the theorems which we have pre- 
sented to improve upon exhaustive analysis 1, tine following way. 
First, apply the reduction techniques based on Theorems 3.2, 3.3, 
4.1 and 4.2 until no longer possibhe. If the partially reduced problem 
still contains some precedence rec;uirements, we know that the con& 
Gons of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied. The partially reduced problem is 
then split into m separate problems, one for each choice of an immedi- 
ate predecessor of Q as the tik . Each of these problems is the same as 
the given partially reduced problem e:rrcept that ti has beer, deleted, the 
. selected task tik has been replaced by [tik, $1 with paraE:eters comput- 
ed as done previously, and arcs from ::ach of the immediate predeces- 
sors Of ti, except for tijc, t0 [ tik , tj] ad-e added to the precedence graph, 
along with arcs from [I’. lk, $1 to each of the immediate successors of 
ti. Theorem 6.1 guarantees that an optimal solution to the @ven rjrob- 
lem can bt: obtained from at least one 3f the optim;sl solution9 tL) these 
LV separate: problems. We then cc&inu;e to solve each of th(:s(z problem:; 
in precisely the same way. 
ess will eventually reuh in some number of completely re- 
ems, each of wlG-9 can be solved using Theorem 
one of these having the least expf_!cted cost and ex 
viously tc) obtain an optimal solution 1.0 the original problem. 
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The key factor in the efficiency of this technique ia; the number of 
separate problelms resulting frsm the repc,a.ted spliltin,g operations. If 
the splitting operation must be performed a large number of times, the 
number of separate problems which must be solved can expand too 
rapidly to handle reasonably. However, the technique might be useful if 
the splitting opleration is req ired infrequently or if the only alternative 
is to use an exhaustive analysis of all possible solutions. 
For completl:ness, we should note one additional special case of task 
ordering problems which arises in certain zpphcations and which can be 
solved easily. This is the case where each task has assigned to it a prior- 
Ity number in such a way that every task with priority k must be per- 
formed before every task with priority les;.; than k. The optimal solution 
sequence for such a problem is easily sezn to be that which performs 
tasks in order of highest priority tasks liz+sl, ,where tasks having the same 
priority are simply performed in the O&Y determined by their merit 
ratios, smallest first. Such problems occur, for example, in a real-time 
computer processor which must interrotsate a finite set of program pro- 
cesses to determine the program having ;:le highest pricrity *which is 
ready to be executed. If Cf = C: is the t,ime required to interrogate pro- 
gram i, and pi is the probability that program i will net be ready for 
execution, this optimal interrogation seque ,lce determines the highest 
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